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1. INTRODUCTION
There are several approaches to the theory of quantum groups, depend-
ing on what aspect of group theory one wants to ``quantize'': one may
consider the fundamental object to be, among other things, the algebra of
w xcontinuous functions on a compact group 21 , or the enveloping algebra of
w xa complex semi-simple Lie algebra 8, 13 , or the algebra of polynomial
w xfunctions on a complex algebraic group 10 . Let us therefore begin by
Ž . Žsaying Definition 1.1 below what we mean by a quantum analogue of the
.algebra of polynomial functions on a connected complex reductive group;
roughly speaking, we ask the representation theory to be preserved. We do
not claim that this is the only reasonable way to define ``quantum reduc-
Ž .tive groups'' it is easy to see that it excludes, e.g., quantum tori , but it will
be the one taken throughout the present paper.
So let G be a connected complex reductive group, B a Borel subgroup
Ž q. Ž .of G, and P resp. P the set of integral resp. dominant integral weights
of G w.r.t. B. For each l g Pq, denote by L the simple G-module ofl
highest weight l and let d s dim L . If l, m, n g Pq, let m be thel l lmn
multiplicity of L in the decomposition of L m L .n l m
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ŽDEFINITION 1.1. We call a quantum G any not necessarily commuta-
. Ž .tive Hopf algebra A over C such that
Ž .  < q4a there is a family V l g P of simple and pairwise nonisomor-l
phic A-comodules, with dim V s d ,l l
Ž .b every A-comodule is isomorphic to a direct sum of these,
Ž . qc for every l, m g P , V m V is isomorphic to [ m V .l m lmn nn
Ž . Ž .Of course, the algebra O G of polynomial functions on the ordinary
group G is a quantum G.
Recall that the tensor product of two A-comodules is defined using the
algebra structure on A; thus, the idea is that the way a V sits insiden
V m V influences this algebra structure. In particular, the decompositionl m
of V m V for a given quantum G may well be such that the exteriorl l
square H2 V is not a subcomodule; this basically accounts for the non-l
commutativity of such a quantum G.
Ž .There are at least two natural notions of equivalence for quantum G's,
namely
v isomorphism of Hopf algebras,
v ŽC-linear monoidal equivalence of categories of comodules called
.categorial equivalence .
The second notion is weaker than the first. For example, the so-called
Ž . Ž w x.``Jordanian'' quantum SL 2 introduced in 7 is categorially equivalent to
Ž Ž .. w xO SL 2 22 , but it is not commutative.
Ž .Up to categorial equivalence, quantum SL n 's have been classified in
w x Ž14 : they are parametrized by a ``deformation'' parameter either 1 or not
. Ž .a root of unity and a ``twisting'' parameter an nth root of unity .
Ž .Up to Hopf algebra isomorphism, quantum SL 2 's have been classified
w xin 22 .
Ž .In the present work, we study quantum SL 3 's, up to Hopf algebra
isomorphism. To read Definition 1.1 in this case, recall that P s Z2,
q 2 Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . 2P s N , and that d s k q 1 l q 1 k q l q 2 r2 for k, l g N .Žk , l .
Also, the multiplicities m X X Y Y can be computed combinatoriallyŽk , l .Ž k , l .Ž k , l .
Ž .using, e.g., the Littlewood]Richardson rule .
Ž .If A is a quantum SL 3 , the idea is to find data consisting of a finite
number of A-comodules and a finite number of A-comodule morphisms
Žbetween tensor products of them, such that A can be reconstructed in the
.Tannaka]Krein sense from these data, and to see that classifying quan-
Ž .tum SL 3 's up to isomorphism amounts to classifying these finite-dimen-
Ž .sional data up to a suitable notion of equivalence.
In principle, these data could involve only the ``natural'' 3-dimensional
Ž .comodule V , because Definition 1.1 c implies that every V isŽ1, 0. Žk , l .
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contained in some tensor power of V , so its matrix coefficients gener-Ž1, 0.
ate A as an algebra. However, we rather use both ``fundamental'' comod-
Žules V [ V and W [ V together with a suitable collection ofŽ1, 0. Ž0, 1.
. Ž .morphisms : the point is that with these 18 generators instead of 9 , A can
Žbe presented by quadratic relations instead of cubic ones, such as a
.``quantum determinant'' .
In Section 3, we make these finite-dimensional data precise: starting
Ž .from a given quantum SL 3 , we choose eight morphisms between tensor
products of its comodules V and W. The Schur lemma imposes some
compatibility conditions between these morphisms. This leads us to the
Ž .definition of a basic quantum datum BQD for short , in which V and W
become just vector spaces and the eight morphisms just linear maps,
satisfying the compatibility conditions mentioned above.
Conversely, in Section 4, we start from a BQD L and we reconstruct a
Hopf algebra A by the usual Tannaka]Krein procedure. The goal ofL
Sections 5]8 is to see whether this Hopf algebra is actually a quantum
Ž .SL 3 . In other words: If the fundamental comodules of a Hopf algebra are
Ž .``SL 3 -ish,'' does it follow that all comodules are?
To understand Sections 5 and 6, let us first recall the following well-
known situation. Let G, B, P, Pq be as at the beginning of this introduc-
tion, denote by U the unipotent radical of B, and let T be a maximal torus
in B. View elements of P as characters of T. Since T normalizes U, T acts
from the right on GrU and from the left on U _G; this induces Pq-grad-
lŽ . Ž .ings O GrU s [ L and O U _G s [ L . By the Borel]Weilq qllg P lg P
theorem, the L 's are precisely the irreducible representations of G;l
lŽ .therefore O GrU is called a shape algebra for G. Furthermore, L can be
identified with the dual of L , so the algebra of T-invariantsl
T lG G [ O U _G = GrU s L m LŽ . Ž . [ l
qlgP
Ž .identifies with O G as a vector space, by the Peter]Weyl decomposition.
q Ž .Actually, for a suitable additive function h : P “ N, O G becomes N-
l Ž . Ž . Ž .filtered by putting L m L into degree h l , and then G G , gr O G .l
Ž yNote that we have avoided using the opposite unipotent subgroup U .
Also, the maximal torus T only appears in the guide of a P-grading and is
not really used as a subgroup of G. This is necessary, because there exist
quantum G's in which neither GrUy nor T have quantum analogues: the
Ž . .Jordanian quantum SL 2 already mentioned is an easy example.
In Section 5, we define two N2-graded quadratic algebras M s [VL Žk , l .
Žk , l . Ž U U .and N s [V generated by V [ W and V [ W , respectively ,L
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..which are quantum analogues of O GrU and O U _G for G s SL 3 .
Žk , l . Ž .We show that dim V s dim V s d for all k, l and that M , NŽk , l . Žk , l . L L
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are Koszul algebras, except possibly when L is a so-called elliptic BQD
Ž .Case I.h in the classification of Section 10 .
In Section 6, we consider the subalgebra G of N m M defined byL L L
G [ V Žk , l . m V[L Žk , l .
2Ž .k , l gN
Ž Ž .. 2a quantum analogue of G G , which is also N -graded by putting
Žk , l . Ž .V m V into degree k, l . We give a presentation of G that can beŽk , l . L
deduced from a suitable presentation of A by ``cutting off'' all terms ofL
degree - 2; this yields a canonical surjection G “ gr A . If L is notL L
Ž .elliptic, we show noting that G is still Koszul that this surjection is anL
Ž Ž . Ž ..isomorphism a quantum analogue of G G , gr O G , using the results
w xof 5 . Here lies the main advantage in dealing with algebras that are
quadratic.
Section 7 is technical: we construct an endomorphism P of V mk m W m l
Ž Ž . 2 .for each k, l g N whose properties will be used in the next section.
In Section 8, we finally show that if L is a nonelliptic BQD, then A isL
Ž . Žindeed a quantum SL 3 where the V of Definition 1.1 are thoseŽk , l .
2 .appearing in the N -graded algebra M .L
In Section 9, we define an equivalence relation for BQDs and then
summarize the previous results, showing that}away from the elliptic case
Ž .}the correspondences A ‹ L and L ‹ A between quantum SL 3 'sA L
Ž . Ž .up to isomorphism and BQDs up to equivalence are inverse of each
other.
This raises the question of classifying BQDs. A related classification
w xproblem has been studied in 9 , where necessary conditions are considered
Ž Ž ..for a quantum analogue of O GL 3 to have correct dimensions in
degrees F 4. It turns out that these conditions, plus a quantum determi-
nant being central, plus a parameter not being a root of unity, amount to
our definition of a BQD.
Since we need an explicit classification of BQDs for a crucial case by
case argument in Section 5, we reproduce it here, in Section 10. This
classification is complete, except for Case I.h, related to elliptic curves.
Ž .This case is however shown to exist. By the results of Section 9, this also
Ž . Ž .yields a classification of all nonelliptic quantum SL 3 's. An important
ingredient in this classification will be a 3 = 3-matrix Q, which encodes
the square of the antipode and which can take four different Jordan
normal forms. The first possible form is the identity; we give a geometric
description of some cases there, in terms of plane cubic curves. The second
possible form has three different eigenvalues; it leads in particular to the
Ž . w x ŽArtin]Schelter]Tate quantum SL 3 's 2 of which the standard quantum
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Ž . w x . Ž w x.SL 3 10 is a special case , and to the Cremmer]Gervais one see 12 .
The third and fourth forms are nondiagonal.
Finally, we list some indications for further study in Section 11.
2. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS
Ž . ŽWe denote by Z resp. N, C the set of integers resp. nonnegative
.integers, complex numbers . If n g N, n G 1, and t g C, let
w x ny1n [ 1 q t q ??? qtt
w x w x w x w xn ![ 1 2 ??? n .t t t t
All vector spaces, algebras, and tensor products are over C. If X, Y are
Ž .finite-dimensional vector spaces, we denote by Lin X, Y the space of
Ž . tlinear maps from X to Y, and if a g Lin X, Y , we denote by a g
Ž U U . ŽLin Y , X its transpose. The identity map on X is denoted by 1 orX
.simply 1 . The tensor algebra of X is denoted by TX. The tensor product
of X and Y will be denoted as usual by X m Y, but for typographical
Ž .reasons, we denote the tensor product of two linear maps a , b by a , b .
Ž .If A is an algebra, we think of an element a g Lin X, Y m A as a
``linear map with coefficients in A,'' and we call the space of coefficients of
Ž .a the unique minimal vector subspace Coeff a of A such that a g
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Lin X, Y m Coeff a ; obviously, dim Coeff a F dim X dim Y .
Ž . Ž .Ž .Note that an equality in Lin X, Y m A amounts to dim X dim Y
equalities in A. We shall use this to write relations in A in a condensed
way.
Ž . Ž .If a g Lin X, Y m A and b g Lin Y, Z m A, there is an obvious
Ž . Ž .notion of composite ba g Lin X, Z m A using the multiplication in A .
Ž . Ž X X.Similarly, if a g Lin X, Y m A and b g Lin X , Y m A, there is an
Ž . Ž X X.obvious notion of tensor product a , b g Lin X m X , Y m Y m A
Ž .ditto .
All Hopf algebras are supposed to have an invertible antipode. ``Comod-
ule'' means ``finite-dimensional right comodule.''
Let A be a Hopf algebra with comultiplication D, counit « , and
antipode S. We view an A-comodule structure on a finite-dimensional
Ž . Ž .vector space X as an element t g Lin X, X m A such that D t s t m t
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .and « t s 1 these are equalities in Lin X, X m A m A and inX
Ž . .Lin X, X , respectively . Recall that every A-comodule is a direct sum of
Ž .simple ones if and only if A is the direct sum of the coefficient spaces of
Ž .all equivalence classes of simple A-comodules. If so, this direct sum is
called the Peter]Weyl decomposition of A.
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Ž .An A-comodule morphism more simply called A-morphism between
Ž . Ž . Ž .two A-comodules X, t and Y, u is just an ordinary linear map a g
Ž .Lin X, Y such that a t s ua , where composites are taken in the above
sense. Tensor products of comodules also coincide with tensor products in
Ž . Ž U U .the above sense. The left dual of a comodule X, t is X , t , where
U Žt . Ž U U . Ž U U . Ut s S t g Lin X , X m A, and the right dual is X , t , with t s
y1Žt . Ž .S t . Recall that for the left resp. right dual structure, the canonical
U U Ž Umaps X m X “ C and C “ X m X resp. X m X “ C and C “
U .X m X are A-morphisms.
Ž .3. FROM QUANTUM SL 3 's TO BQDs
Ž . Ž .Let A be a quantum SL 3 see Definition 1.1 and write V [ V ,Ž1, 0.
W [ V .Ž0, 1.
PROPOSITION 3.1. There are A-morphisms
A : V m V “ W , a : W “ V m V
B : W m W “ V , b : V “ W m W
3.1Ž .
C : W m V “ C, c : C “ V m W
D : V m W “ C, d : C “ W m V
unique up to scalars, a constant q / 0, q2 / y1, unique up to q l yq and
q l qy1, and a unique 3-rd root of unity v, such that
1 , C c, 1 s 1 , D , 1 1 , d s 1 3.2aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
Aa s 1 3.2bŽ .W
C A , 1 s v D 1 , A , 1 , a c s v a, 1 d 3.2cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V
1 , D a, 1 s B , v 2 1 , A d , 1 s b 3.2dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V W W V
v C , 1 1 , a s B , A , 1 1 , c s b 3.2eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V W W V
Dc s k1 , Cd s k1 3.2fŽ .C C
1 , A a, 1 A , 1 1 , a s r 1 q cD 3.2gŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V VmW
A , 1 1 , a 1 , A a, 1 s r 1 q dC , 3.2hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V WmV
y2 2 Ž y1 .y2where k s q q 1 q q and r s q q q .
Ž Ž .Recall that we write a , b for the tensor product of any two linear
. 2 w xmaps a , b. Note that q and v are the two parameters of 14 mentioned
in the Introduction.
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Ž .Proof. First, Definition 1.1 c asks for the following decompositions:
V m V , W [ V , V m W , C [ VŽ2, 0. Ž1 , 1.
3.3Ž .
W m V , C [ V , W m W , V [ V .Ž1, 1. Ž0 , 2.
Ž .This already implies the desired uniqueness of the maps 3.1 .
Ž . ŽFurthermore, 3.3 prevents V from being its own dual; so the left and
.right dual of V must be W, and vice versa. Hence there exist A-mor-
Ž . Ž .phisms C, c, D, d as in 3.1 satisfying 3.2a .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Again by 3.3 , there are A-morphisms A, a as in 3.1 satisfying 3.2b .
Ž . m3By Definition 1.1 c , V contains exactly one copy of the trivial A-com-
odule C, hence
C A , 1 s lD 1 , AŽ . Ž .V V
l, m g C .Ž .
1 , a c s m a, 1 dŽ . Ž .V V
We then define
B [ 1 , D a, 1 s m C , 1 1 , aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V W V W
b [ lm 1 , A d , 1 s l2m A , 1 1 , c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W V W V
As a consequence
Bb s lm 1 , D a, 1 1 , A d , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V W W V
s lm 1 , D 1 , 1 , A a, 1 , 1 d, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
s C , 1 1 , A , 1 1 , a, 1 1 , c s C , 1 1 , c s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V V V V
Bb s l2m2 C , 1 1 , a A , 1 1 , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V W W V
s l2m2 C , 1 A , 1 , 1 1 , 1 , a 1 , cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
s l3m3 1 , D 1 , A , 1 1 , a, 1 d , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
s l3m3 1 , D d , 1 s l3m31Ž . Ž .V V V
so there is a 3rd root of unity v such that lm s v 2. Moreover, any
Ž . Ž . Ž .rescaling of the maps 3.1 that leaves the relations 3.2a , 3.2b intact also
leaves lm invariant, hence v is unique. Actually, there is such a rescaling
Ž . Ž .after which l s m s v. This yields 3.2c ] 3.2e . Now
Cd s C A , 1 a, 1 d s D 1 , A 1 , a c s DcŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V
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Ž .which implies 3.2f . Next, define
F [ A , 1 1 , a : V m W “ W m VŽ . Ž .V V
3.4Ž .
G [ 1 , A a, 1 : W m V “ V m W .Ž . Ž .V V
Ž .In view of 3.3 , we must have
GF s 1 , A a, 1 A , 1 1 , a s r1 q s cDŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V VmW
3.5Ž .
X XFG s A , 1 1 , a 1 , A a, 1 s r 1 q s dCŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V WmV
for some r, s , rX, s X g C, which are unique because any rescaling that
Ž . Ž . Ž .leaves 3.2a ] 3.2c intact also leaves 3.5 intact. Now use
Fc s v d , CF s v D , Gd s v 2c, DG s v 2 C
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . XŽto compare GF GF s G FG F and FG FG s F GF G: we get r r
X. Ž X . X Ž .y r s 0 and r r y r s 0, so r s r. Multiplying 3.5 on the right by
Ž . X Xc resp. d then yields 1 s r q ks and 1 s r q ks , so s s s . Next,
B A , 1 1 , G s v 2r D , 1 q v 2s 1 , CŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .W V V V
s B 1 , A F , 1 s v 2r 1 , C q v 2s D , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W V V V
Ž . Ž . Žso s s r, which gives 3.2g , 3.2h . Since r / 0, the condition r s q q
y1 .y2 y1 y2q defines q with the desired uniqueness, and k s r y 1 s q q
21 q q .
PROPOSITION 3.2. In the notations of Proposition 3.1, either q2 s 1, or q2
is not a root of unity.
Ž y1 . Ž .Proof. Let R [ q1 y q q q aA. It follows from 3.2 thatVmV
R , 1 1 , R R , 1 s 1 , R R , 1 1 , R 3.6aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V V V
R y q R q qy1 s 0. 3.6bŽ . Ž .Ž .
If k G 2, define the following endomorphisms of V mk:
R [ 1 mŽky iy1. m R m 1 mŽ iy1. 1 F i F k y 1 .Ž .i V V
Ž .This unusual right-to-left numbering will be convenient in Section 7.
Next, let us recall some general folklore on Hecke calculus. Let Sym bek
 4 Ž .the symmetric group on 1, . . . , k and denote the transposition i, i q 1
Ž .by s 1 F i F k y 1 . If w g Sym and if w s s ??? s is an expression ofi k i i1 p
Ž . Ž .minimal length p \ l w , let R s R ??? R ; it follows from 3.6a thatw i i1 p
R does not depend on the choice of a particular such expression. Now letw
S [ qlŽw .R . 3.7Ž .Ýk w
wgSym k
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It is easy to see that
R S s S R s qS 3.8Ž .i k k i k
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .for every i use the fact that l s w s l ws s l w " 1 for all w and spliti i
Ž ..the sum defining S into two sums accordingly; then use 3.6b .k
Recall also that every w g Sym has a unique expression of minimalk
length of the form w s ¤ ¤ ??? ¤ , where1 2 ky1
 4¤ g 1, s1 1
 4¤ g 1, s , s s2 2 2 1
...
 4¤ g 1, s , s s , . . . , s s . . . s .ky1 ky1 ky1 ky2 ky1 ky2 1
Ž .This is just the bubble-sort principle. It follows that
S s 1 q qR 1 q qR q q2R RŽ . Ž .k 1 2 2 1
= ??? = 1 q qR q ??? qq ky1R ??? R . 3.9Ž .Ž .ky1 ky1 1
In particular, S is of the formk
w x 2S s k !q a ) q ??? qa ) 3.10Ž .qk ky1 1
Ž .where a is defined the same way as R .i i
Now assume that q2 is a primitive nth root of unity, n G 2. From
Proposition 3.1, we already know that n G 3.
CLAIM A. If 2 F k F n, then S / 0.k
First Case. k - n. As an A-comodule, Im a is isomorphic to V mŽkyiy1.i
mŽ iy1. Ž .m W m V , so by Definition 1.1 c , Im a does not contain V . Iti Žk , 0.
ky1Ž . mkfollows that Ý Im a is a proper subcomodule of V . Now applyis1 i
Ž . w x 23.10 , noting that k !/ 0.q
Ž w x. Ž .Second Case. k s n adapted from 14, Sect. 4 . It follows from 3.2
that
1 mŽny1. , D R , 1 1 mŽny1. , c s q31 mŽny1. .Ž . Ž . Ž .V ny1 W V V
Ž . Ž .Using this, 3.9 , and 3.8 , it follows that
1 mŽny1. , D S , 1 1 mŽny1. , c s qy2 q 1 q q2 q q4 q ??? qq2 n SŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V n W V ny1
s qy2 q 1 S .Ž . ny1
Since S / 0 and q2 / y1, this shows Claim A.ny1
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Ž . mkBy Definition 1.1 c , V contains exactly one copy of V ; let usŽk , 0.
denote it by M .Žk .
CLAIM B. For k F n, Im S s M .k Žk .
Ž w x.Proof. adapted from 14, Lemma 4.4 . We proceed by induction over
k. If k s 2, the statement is clear from the definitions, so assume 2 - k F
X Ž . Y Ž . Ž . X Xn. Let S [ S , 1 and S [ 1 , S . By 3.9 , S s S T for somek ky1 V k V ky1 k k k
T X , and similarly, S s SYTY, so Im S ; Im SX l Im SY . By induction,k k k k k k k
X Y Ž .Im S s M m V and Im S s V m M . By Definition 1.1 c , bothk Žky1. k Žky1.
images are isomorphic to the comodule V [ V , so since V mkŽk , 0. Žky2, 1.
Ž . X Ycontains only one copy of V namely M , either Im S l Im S sŽk , 0. Žk . k k
M , or Im SX s Im SY . But the second possibility would imply the follow-Žk . k k
ing equalities of subspaces in V mŽ2 ky2.,
M m V mŽky1. s V m M m V mŽky2. s ??? s V mŽky1. m MŽky1. Žky1. Žky1.
which is absurd. Therefore, Im S ; M , so by Claim A and by thek Žk .
simplicity of M , this shows Claim B.Žk .
Now let N be the unique supplemental comodule of M in V mk.Žk . Žk .
Ž w x .2From the proof of Claim A, it follows that Im S y k ! ; N for all k.k q Žk .
w x 2But for k s n, this contradicts Claim B, because n !s 0.q
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.3. A basic quantum SL 3 datum BQD for short con-
sists of two 3-dimensional vector spaces V and W, together with eight
Ž . Ž . 2 2linear maps 3.1 satisfying 3.2 , and such that either q s 1, or q is not a
root of unity.
Ž .If A is a quantum SL 3 , we denote by L the associated BQD.A
Ž .A straightforward computation shows that in a BQD, relations 3.2 with
V l W, A l B, a l b, C l D, c l d interchanged are also satisfied,
i.e.,
1 , D d , 1 s 1 , C , 1 1 , c s 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W W W W W W
Bb s 1V
D B , 1 s vC 1 , B , 1 , b d s v b , 1 cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .W W W W
1 , C b , 1 s A , v 2 1 , B c, 1 s a 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W V V W
v D , 1 1 , b s A , B , 1 1 , d s aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .W V V W
1 , B b , 1 B , 1 1 , b s r 1 q dCŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W W W W WmV
B , 1 1 , b 1 , B b , 1 s r 1 q cD .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W W W W VmW
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Ž . Ž .If t g Lin V, V m A and u g Lin W, W m A denote the A-comodule
Ž .structures on V and W, it follows from Definition 1.1 c that the coeffi-
Ž .cients of t and u generate A. Moreover, the A-morphisms 3.1 induce the
following 4 = 27 q 4 = 9 relations in A:
A t , t s uA, B u , u s tB ,Ž . Ž .
C u , t s C , D t , u s DŽ . Ž .
3.12Ž .
t , t a s au, u , u b s bt ,Ž . Ž .
t , u c s c, u , t d s d.Ž . Ž .
Ž a i j a b .In coordinates, this reads A t t s u A , etc.i j k l b k l
4. FROM BQDs TO HOPF ALGEBRAS
Let us now work the other way round: if L is a BQD, the usual
Tannakian reconstruction procedure associates to it a bialgebra A ,L
uniquely up to unique isomorphism, together with A -comodule structuresL
Ž . Ž .t g Lin V, V m A and u g Lin W, W m A , satisfying the two followingL L
properties:
A , a, B , b , C , d, D , d are A -morphisms 4.1aŽ .L
A , t , u is universal with respect to 4.1a . 4.1bŽ . Ž . Ž .L
Ž . Ž X X X. Ž .Condition 4.1b means that if A , t , u also satisfies 4.1a , then there is
X Ž . Xa unique bialgebra homomorphism w : A “ A such that w t s t andL
Ž . Xw u s u .
Ž . Ž .Explicitly, A is generated by the 9 q 9 -dimensional space Coeff t qL
Ž . Ž .Coeff u , and relations 3.12 form a presentation of A .L
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The assignment D t s t m t, D u s u m u, « t s 1 , « u s 1 canV W
be uniquely extended to algebra homomorphisms D : A “ A m A andL L L
« : A “ C, which turn A into a bialgebra.L L
Ž . ŽMoreover, relations 3.2a turn V and W into each other's left dual in
.the monoidal category of A -comodules . This suggests an antipode on AL L
defined by
S t s c = tuCa , S u s d = ttDa 4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž = Uwhere c is just c viewed as a linear map W “ V, and similarly for
a U = U a U . Ž . Ž .C : V “ W , d : V “ W, D : W “ V . Indeed, using 3.2 and 3.11 ,
Ž .one checks that 4.2 uniquely extends to an algebra antihomomorphism
S : A “ A , and this turns A into a Hopf algebra.L L L
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5. THE SHAPE ALGEBRA OF A BQD
To a BQD L , we associate the shape algebra M , defined as follows: letL
G Ž . ŽI be the ideal in T V [ W generated by all elements w m ¤ q q q
y1 . Ž . Ž Ž ..q G w m ¤ , where ¤ g V, w g W the map G is defined in 3.4 . Then
Ž .define M [ T V [ W rI, where I is the ideal generated by Im a, Im b,L
G Ž ŽIm c, and I . Note that I also contains Im d and all elements ¤ m w q q
y1 . Ž . .q q F ¤ m w .
2 Ž . Ž .The natural N -grading on T V [ W , with V living in degree 1, 0 and
Ž . 2W in degree 0, 1 , factors to an N -grading M s [V . There areL Žk , l .
natural identifications V , C, V , V, V , W, V , Ker A,Ž0, 0. Ž1, 0. Ž0, 1. Ž2, 0.
V , Ker C, V , Ker D, V , Ker B.Ž1, 1. Ž1, 1. Ž0, 2.
Ž . X Ž 2 .LEMMA 5.1. We ha¤e M , TV m TW rI as N -graded ¤ector spaces ,L
where
I X s TV m Im a m TV m TW q TV m Im c m TW q TV
m TW m Im b m TW .
Proof. First, the relations in I G can be turned into a reduction system
Ž w x.in the sense of 4 , which has no ambiguities at all; so by the diamond
w xlemma 4, Theorem 1.2 ,
T V [ W s TV m TW [ I G . 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
X Ž .Next, if w, w g W, it follows from 3.2 that
2 X X Xy1q q q 1, G G, 1 w m a w s a w m w q B w m w m c 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
This implies that
w m a wX s a w m wX q B w m wX m c 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y q q qy1 q q qy1 1, G G, 1 w m a wXŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž
q G, 1 w m a wXŽ . Ž .Ž . .
q q q qy1 G, 1 w m a wX q w m a wX .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .
Therefore
W m Im a ; Im a m W q V m Im c q I G .
Similarly,
Im b m V ; V m Im b q Im d m W q I G
Im c m V ; Im a m W q I G
Im d ; Im c q I G .
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X G ŽApplied inductively, these rules show that I s I q I , hence I l TV m
X. Ž .TW s I by 5.1 . The result follows.
Ž Ž . Y .There is of course a similar identification M , TW m TV rI .L
LEMMA 5.2. We ha¤e dim I s dim I s 17 and dim I sŽ3, 0. Ž0, 3. Ž2, 1.
dim I s 66.Ž1, 2.
Ž .Proof. We only look at I and I . Consider an element ofŽ3, 0. Ž2, 1.
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Im a m V l V m Im a, say a, 1 x s 1, a y , where x g W m V and
Ž . Ž . Ž .y g V m W. Applying A, 1 and 1, A to this equality yields x s F y and
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 2G x s y, respectively, so y s GF y s r y q rcD y . But q q q q 1 /
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž0 implies r / 1, hence 1, a y g Im 1, a c. Conversely see
Ž .. Ž . Ž .3.2c , Im 1, a c s Im a, 1 d ; Im a m V l V m Im a. It follows that IŽ3, 0.
s Im a m V q V m Im a is of dimension 9 q 9 y 1 s 17.
Ž .Ž .Similarly, consider an element of Im a m W l V m Im c, say a, 1 x s
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .1, c y , where x g W m W and y g V. Applying A, 1 and 1, D yields
Ž . Ž . Ž . 4x s b y and B x s k y, so y s Bb y s k y. But q / y1 implies k / 1,
so y s 0. Thus, I X s Im a m W q V m Im c is of dimension 9 q 3 y 0Ž2, 1.
s 12. Now apply Lemma 5.1.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.3. If L is not elliptic i.e., not Case I.h in Section 10 ,
Ž . Ž .then there are bases x , x , x of V and y , y , y of W such that the1 2 3 1 2 3
a b c l k a b m l k Ž .monomials x x x y y and x x y y y a, b, c, k, l, m g N form a basis1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1
of M . Moreo¤er, M is a Koszul algebra.L L
Proof. Using the classification given in Section 10, one can check case
by case that the relations coming from Im a may be written in the form
x x s terms in x 2 , x x , x x , x x , x 2 , x x , x x2 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 1
x x s terms in x 2 , x x , x x , x x , x 23 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 2
x x s terms in x 2 , x x ,2 1 1 1 2
those coming from Im b in the form
y y s terms in y2 , y y2 3 3 3 2
y y s terms in y2 , y y , y y , y y , y21 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 2
y y s terms in y2 , y y , y y , y y , y2 , y y , y y ,1 2 3 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 2 1 1 3
that coming from Im c in the form
x y s terms in x y , x y , x y , x y , x y ,3 3 1 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 2 3
and those coming from I G in the form
y x s terms in x y j s 1, 2, 3, b s 1, 2, 3 .Ž .a i j b
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Now order the generators as x - x - x - y - y - y ; then order the1 2 3 3 2 1
monomials degree-lexicographically. The relations defining M , as writtenL
Ž w x.above, take the form of a reduction system in the sense of 4 that is
Žcompatible with the ordering just defined i.e., each term in a R.H.S. is
.strictly smaller than the corresponding L.H.S. . Since the relations are
homogeneous of degree 2, all ambiguities live in degree 3, and since there
are 50 irreducible monomials of degree 3, we know in ad¤ance that all
Žambiguities are resolvable, thanks to Lemma 5.2. This saves us from
.dozens of pages of ambiguity computations! Thus, the first statement
w xfollows from the diamond lemma 4, Theorem 1.2 , noting that the irre-
ducible monomials are exactly those in the statement.
w xFinally, the basis so obtained is a labeled basis in the sense of 19 ,
w xhence the last statement follows from 19, Theorem 5.3 .
Ž .The problem with the elliptic case Case I.h in Section 10 is that already
the first three relations, viz.
a x x q b x x q g x 2 s 02 3 2 2 1
a x x q b x x q g x 2 s 03 1 1 3 2
a x x q b x x q g x 2 s 01 2 2 1 3
do not seem to be compatible with any semigroup ordering on the
monomials, so the diamond lemma does not apply.
Ž .ŽCOROLLARY 5.4. If L is not elliptic, dim V s d s k q 1 l qŽk , l . Žk , l .
.Ž .1 k q l q 2 r2.
Ž U U .Similarly, define the dual shape algebra N [ T V [ W rJ, where JL
is the ideal generated by Im tA, Im tB, Im tD, and J F, the latter being the
Ž y1 . t Ž . Ž Uideal generated by all elements h m j q q q q F h m j j g V , h
U .g W .
Again, we have an obvious N2-grading N s [V Žk , l ., and the results ofL
this section hold for N just as they do for M .L L
QUESTION. When L is elliptic, is it still true that dim V s dim V Žk , l .Žk , l .
s d and that M , N are Koszul?Žk , l . L L
6. FILTRATION OF A AND DIMENSIONSL
Consider the following subalgebra of N m M :L L
G [ V Žk , l . m V .[L Žk , l .
2Ž .k , l gN
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2 Ž . Žk , l . Ž .It is N -graded or N-graded by putting V m V into degree k, lŽk , l .
Ž .or k q l .
Ž U . Ž UPROPOSITION 6.1. The algebra G is generated by V m V [ W mL
.W , and presented by the relations
A t , t s 0, B u , u s 0, D t , u s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
t , t a s 0, u , u b s 0, t , u c s 0 6.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
u ,t F y F t , u s 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž U .Here, t denotes the canonical V m V -comodule structure on V, i.e.,
i i .in coordinates, t s x m x ; similarly for u w.r.t. W.j j
ŽŽ U . Ž U ..Proof. Let K be the ideal of T V m V [ W m W generated by
Ž .the L.H.S.'s of 6.1 : it follows from the definition of M and of N thatL L
we have an N2-graded map
T V U m V [ W U m W rK “ G . 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . L
It already follows from Lemma 5.1 that this map is surjective. Since F is
invertible, we have
T V U m V [ W U m W s T V U m V m T W U m W q KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . 2 Ž .so for each k, l g N , 6.2 restricts to a surjection
V Umk m V mk m W Um l m W m lrK l V Umk m V mk m W Uml m W m lŽ .
“ V Umk m W Uml m V mk m W m lr
V Umk m W Um l m I X q J X m V mk m W m lž /Žk , l . Žk , l .
Ž X X .where J is to N what I is to M . Actually, this surjection is just theL L
obvious map induced from the flip V mk m W Um l “ W Um l m V mk, so in
X Xview of the definitions of I , J , and K, it is also injective.
Ž .Note that 6.1 is just the ``homogeneous part'' of the following presenta-
tion of A ,L
A t , t s uA, B u , u s tB , D t , u s DŽ . Ž . Ž .
t , t a s au, u , u b s bt , t , u c s c 6.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
u , t F y F t , u s 0Ž . Ž .
so there is a canonical N-graded surjection G “ gr A , where we filterL L
Žn. Ž . Ž .A s D A by putting Coeff t q Coeff u into degree 1.L nG 0
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PROPOSITION 6.2. If L is not elliptic, the surjection G “ gr A is anL L
isomorphism.
Ž U . Ž U .Proof. Let X [ V m V [ W m W and let K be the subspace2
Ž . Ž . Ž .of X m X generated by the L.H.S.'s of 6.3 , so G s T X r K . Con-L 2
Ž .sider the map l : K “ X sending each L.H.S. of 6.3 to the degree 1 part2
of its R.H.S., and similarly m : K “ C, for the degree 0 part; they are2
w xeasily seen to be well-defined. Thanks to 5, Theorem 0.5 and Lemma 3.3 ,
we only have to prove the following four conditions:
Ž .a G is Koszul,L
Ž . Ž .b the image of l m 1 y 1 m l defined on K m X l X m KX X 2 2
lies in K .2
Ž . Ž . Ž .c l l m 1 y 1 m l s y m m 1 y 1 m m ,X X X X
Ž . Ž .d m l m 1 y 1 m l s 0.X X
Ž .To prove condition a , let us temporarily change signs in the grading of
Žk , l . Ž . 2N , i.e., put V into degree yk, yl . For the resulting total Z -gradingL
Ž .on N m M , we now have G s N m M . Since M and N areL L L L L Ž0, 0. L L
Ž . w xKoszul Proposition 5.3 , N m M is also Koszul by 19, Proposition 2.1 ,L L
and since the quadratic relations defining N m M are homogeneousL L
w.r.t. our temporary Z2-grading, G is still Koszul.L
We now abandon this temporary grading and consider G as an N2-L
Ž . Ž . Ž .graded algebra, as before. Conditions b , c , d may clearly be checked
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .separately in degrees 3, 0 , 2, 1 , 1, 2 , 0, 3 . We only look at degrees
Ž . Ž .3, 0 and 2, 1 , since the other two are similar.
To improve legibility, we introduce the following notation: if L is a
Ž .linear map, we write L for a tensor product 1, . . . , 1, L, 1, . . . , 1 , with Li
in the ith place.
Ž .An element j g K m X l X m K is equal to both sides of an2 2 Ž3, 0.
equality
X Xtr a A t , t , t q t , t , t a b s tr a A t , t , t q t , t , t a bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
in TX, where
a : W m V “ V m V m V , a X : V m W “ V m V m V
b : V m V m V “ W m V , b X : V m V m V “ V m W .
ŽHere, tr means trace of a linear endomorphism with coefficients in A ;L
w Ž .x lm n a i j k .e.g., in coordinates, tr a A t, t, t s a A t t t . It follows that1 a k i j l m n
a A q a b s a XA q a b X . 6.4Ž .1 1 2 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Now 2 A 6.4 a y A 6.4 a G y FA 6.4 a reads1 1 1 2 2 1
2 A a q ba y FA a y ba G y A aFG y FGbaŽ .1 1 2 2 1 1
s A a XG q Fb Xa y FA a XG y Fb Xa G.1 1 2 2
Writing yFG s FG y 2 FG s FG y 2 r y 2 r dC, this becomes
2 1 y r A a q ba s A a X q ba y A aF y Fb Xa GŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 1 2
q F A a q b Xa y A a XG y GbaŽ .2 1 2 1
q 2 r A a dC q dCba .Ž .1 1
Ž .Ž X X .Using an analogous expression of 2 1 y r A a q b a , we get2 2
2 1 y r l m 1 y 1 m l jŽ . Ž . Ž .X X
s 2 1 y r tr A a q ba u , tŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1
X Xy 2 1 y r tr A a q b a t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2
X Xs tr A a q ba y A aF y Fb a G u , t y t , u GŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
X Xq tr A a q b a y A a G y Gba u , t F y F t , uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 2 1
q 2 r tr A a dC q dCba u , tŽ . Ž .1 1
X Xy 2 r tr A a cD q cDb a t , u .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since the coefficients of G u, t y t, u G, u, t F y F t, u , C u, t ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u, t d, D t, u and t, u c are in K , this proves condition b in degree2
Ž . Ž 4 2 . Ž .3, 0 noting that r / 1 follows from q q q q 1 / 0 . Condition c is
trivial. Next,
2 1 y r m l m 1 y 1 m l jŽ . Ž . Ž .X X
w x w X X xs 2 r tr A a dC q dCba y 2 r tr A a cD q cDb a1 1 2 2
Ž .but the R.H.S. vanishes, as can be seen from multiplying 6.4 on the left
by CA s v DA and on the right by a d s v 2a c. This proves condition1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .d in degree 3, 0 .
Ž .An element j g K m X l X m K is equal to both sides of an2 2 Ž2, 1.
equality
tr a A t , t , u q t , t , u a b q tr g C u , t , t q u , t , t d dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1
qtr « u , t , t F y « F t , u , tŽ . Ž .1 1
X Xs tr a A u , t , t q u , t , t a bŽ . Ž .2 2
X Xq tr g D t , t , u q t , t , u c dŽ . Ž .2 2
X Xq tr « t , t , u G y « G t , u , t ,Ž . Ž .2 2
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where
a : W m W “ V m V m W , a X : W m W “ W m V m V
b : V m V m W “ W m W , b X : W m V m V “ W m W
g : V “ W m V m V , g X : V “ V m V m W
d : W m V m V “ V , d X : V m V m W “ V
« : W m V m V “ V m W m V , « X : V m V m W “ V m W m V .
It follows that
a A q a b s g XD q c d X q G « X 6.5aŽ .1 2 2 2 2
a XA q a b X s g C q d d q F « 6.5bŽ .2 2 1 1 1
« F s « XG . 6.5cŽ .1 2
Ž .Noting that G a s F a , 6.5c G a reads1 2 2 1 1 2
« a q v 2« d B s « Xa q « Xc B2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .whereas A 6.5a a and A 6.5b a read1 1 2 2
A a q ba s A g XB q bd Xa q A G « Xa1 2 1 1 1 2 1
A a X q b Xa s v 2A g B q v b d a q A F « a .2 2 2 2 2 1 2
Since A G s A F , we therefore get1 2 2 1
l m 1 y 1 m l jŽ . Ž .X X
X Xs tr A a q ba y A a y b a u , uŽ . Ž .1 1 2 2
X X2 2s tr A g y v A g q v A G « d y A F « c B u , uŽ .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Xq tr u , u b d a y vd a .Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž .Since the coefficients of B u, u and u, u b are in K , this proves2
Ž . Ž .condition b in degree 2, 1 . Next,
l l m 1 y 1 m l jŽ . Ž .X X
X 2 2s tr BA g y v BA g q v BA G « dŽ 1 2 1 2 1
X XyBA F « c q d a b y vd a b t.2 1 2 1 2
X X2s tr BA g y v BA g q d a b y v d a bŽ 1 2 1 2
X2qr D q C v« d y v « c t .Ž . Ž . .1 2 1 2
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On the other hand,
X Xy m m 1 y 1 m m j s tr D g q d c y C g y d d t .Ž . Ž . Ž .X X 2 2 1 1
Ž . Ž .Now 6.5c c and 6.5c d read1 2
« d s v 2« XG c s v« Xa b1 2 1 1
« Xc s v« F d s « a b2 1 2 2
Ž .Ž .Ž .so BA y D 6.5a a b y c reads1 2 1 2
0 s 1 y k BA g X y D g X q d Xa b y d XcŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2
q rD q r y 1 C v« d y v 2« XcŽ .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž 2 .Ž .Ž .and v BA y C 6.5b v a b y d reads2 1 2 1
0 s 1 y k v 2BA g y C g q v d a b y d dŽ . Ž .2 1 2 1
q rC q r y 1 D v 2« Xc y v« d .Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 2 1
Ž .Subtracting these two equalities and dividing by 1 y k s 2 r y 1 rr, we
get
0 s BA g X y D g X y v 2BA g q C g q d Xa b y d Xc y v d a b q d d1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
q r D q C v« d y v 2« Xc .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž 4 . Ž .Note that k / 1 follows from q / y1. This proves condition c in
Ž . Ž .degree 2, 1 . Condition d is trivial.
Žn. Ž .2COROLLARY 6.3. If L is not elliptic, dim A s Ý d .kq l F n Žk , l .
ŽProof. Use Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 5.4 applied to M andL
.to N .L
7. A KEY ENDOMORPHISM
Let
R [ q y q q qy1 aA, RU [ qy1 y qy1 q q bB.Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . 2We have already used R in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Fix k, l g N
and define the following endomorphisms of X mk m W m l:
R [ 1 mŽky iy1. m R m 1 mŽ iy1. m 1 m l , 1 F i F k y 1i V V W
X [ 1 mŽky1. m cD m 1 mŽ ly1.V W
RU [ 1 mk m 1 mŽ iy1. m RU m 1 mŽ ly iy1. , 1 F i F l y 1.i V W W
PROPOSITION 7.1. The ring of endomorphisms of V mk m W m l generated
by the R 's, the RU 's, and X contains an element P such that the kernel of thei i
mk m l Žmultiplication V m W “ V is contained in Ker P and contains Im PŽk , l .
.y 1 .
Ž .Proof. First, the following relations are easily obtained from 3.2 and
Ž .3.11 :
U U U U < <R R s R R , R R s R R if i y j G 2i j j i i j j i
XR s R X , XRU s RU X if i G 2i i i i
R RU s RUR , X 2 s k Xi j j i
R R R s R R R , XR X s q3X 7.1Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1 1
RURU RU s RU RURU , XRU X s qy3 Xi iq1 i iq1 i iq1 1
R y q R q qy1 s 0, XR RU XR s XR RU XRUy 1Ž . Ž .i i 1 1 1 1 1 1
RU y qy1 RU q q s 0, RU XR RU X s Ry1 XR RU X .Ž .Ž .i i 1 1 1 1 1 1
w x ŽNote that these are the relations appearing in 15, Definition 2.1 . Warn-
w xing: the index convention used here differs from 15 , and also from that in
.the proof of Proposition 6.2. In the sequel, we shall use the letters
Ž .a, b, c, d as indices; this should not cause confusion with the maps 3.1 .
a U U Ž .Let T [ R . . . R XR . . . R for 0 F a F l y 1, 0 F b F k y 1 . Us-b a 1 1 b
Ž .ing 7.1 , we get
R T a if p F b y 1¡ pq1 b
y1 a aq y q T q T if p s bŽ . b by1a ~T R sb p aT if p s b q 1bq1
a¢R T if p G b q 2p b
7.2Ž .
UaT R if p F a y 1¡ b pq1
y1 a ay1q y q T q T if p s aŽ . b bU a ~R T sp b aq1T if p s a q 1b
Ua¢T R if p G a q 2b p
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and
T aT c s Ry1T cy1T a if a G c G 1 and b G 1b d 1 b d
T aT c s T aT c RUy 1 if d G b G 1 and c G 1b d d by1 1
T aT 0 s q3R ??? R T a if b G 1b d 2 b d 7.3Ž .
T aT c s qy3T aRU ??? RU if c G 10 d d c 2
T aT 0 s kT a .0 d d
Ž . U U ŽDefine S s S as in 3.7 , and define S s S similarly replacing R byk l i
U y1.R and q by q . For m G 1, leti
U [ qŽb1ya 1.q ? ? ? qŽbmya m.T a1 ??? T am .Ým b b1 m
0Fa - ??? -a Fly11 m
ky1Gb ) ??? )b G01 m
Ž Ž . .Note that U s 0 if m ) min k, l . Consider a linear combinationm
Ž .min k , l
U UP [ a SS q a SU S .Ý0 m m
ms1
U U y1 U U y1 Ž .Since S R s q S , we have PR s q P 1 F i F l y 1 . It also followsi i
Ž . Ž . U Ufrom 7.2 and 3.8 that SU S R s qSU S for 1 F i F k y 1, so PR sm i m i
qP.
ÄU U mk m lLet S be S acting on the l y 1 rightmost factors of V m W ; wely1
ÄU U y1 ÄU Xstill have S R s q S for i G 2. Let also U be the sum of all terms ofi m
U in which b s 0, and let UY s U y U X . By an equality analogous tom m m m m
Ž .3.9 , we have
U 0 y1 1 yŽ ly1. ly1 ÄUS X s T q q T q ??? qq T S . 7.4Ž .Ž .0 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .From 7.2 , 7.3 , and 3.8 , it follows that
X 0 y1 1 yŽ ly1. ly1 ÄU 2 X ÄUy2w xSU T q q T q ??? qq T S s q l q 2 SU SŽ . qm 0 0 0 m
Y 0 y1 1 yŽmy1. my1 ÄU 4 X ÄU2w xSU T q q T q ??? qq T S s q k y m SU SŽ . qm 0 0 0 m
Y ym m yŽmq1. yŽ ly1. ly1 ÄU X ÄUy2w xSU q T q q q ??? qq T S s m q 1 SU S .Ž . qm 0 0 mq1
Ž .Adding these three relations and using 7.4 , we get
U y2 l X ÄU X ÄU2 y2w x w xSU S X s q k q l y m q 2 SU S q m q 1 SU S .q qm m mq1
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It follows that for a suitable choice of the constants a , we have PX s 0.m
As a reminder, we have so far obtained the relations
PR s qP , PRU s qy1P , PX s 0. 7.5Ž .i i
Next, if we define the maps a and b the same way as R and RU ,i i i i
respectively, then P is of the form
w x 2 w x y2P s a k ! l !q a ) q ??? qa ) q c) q b ) q ??? qb ).q q0 ky1 1 1 ly1
7.6Ž .
w x 2Since n / 0 for every n, we may rescale the a so thatq m
w x w x Ž . Ž .2 y2a k ! l !s 1. Now combine 7.5 , 7.6 , and Lemma 5.1.0 q q
8. SIMPLE A -COMODULESL
PROPOSITION 8.1. If L is a nonelliptic BQD, then A is a quantumL
Ž .SL 3 .
Ž . 2Proof. In the sequel, reasonings involving a degree k, l g N will
work even in the limit cases k s 0 and l s 0, provided one drops anything
involving a negative index.
ŽŽ U . Ž U ..The canonical V m V [ W m W -comodule structure on V [ W
2 Ž .turns the shape algebra M into an N -graded infinite-dimensionalL
ŽŽ . 2 .A -comodule algebra, hence every V k, l g N into an A -comod-L Žk , l . L
ule. Note that by Corollary 5.4, the dimension requirements of Definition
1.1 are satisfied.
We first prove the following statements by induction over n:
A . All V , k q l F n, are simple and pairwise nonisomorphic.n Žk , l .
Ž .B . For every k, l , k q l F n, we have decompositionsn
V m V , V [ V [ V 8.1aŽ .Žk , l . Žkq1, l . Žk , ly1. Žky1, lq1.
V m W , V [ V [ V 8.1bŽ .Žk , l . Žk , lq1. Žky1, l . Žkq1, ly1.
Statements A and B are clear.0 0
Let n ) 0. Applying statement B repeatedly, we getny1
n
mpV [ W , V [ ??? [ V ,Ž .[ Žk , l . Žk , l .1 1 s s
ps0
Žwhere k q l F n for every i and actually, every V , k q l F n, appearsi i Žk , l .
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.at least once , so the coefficient space of the R.H.S. has dimension at most
Ž .2Ý d , with equality if and only if statement A holds. But inkq l F n Žk , l . n
view of the L.H.S., this coefficient space is precisely A Žn., so by Corollary
6.3, we do have the desired equality. This shows that B implies A .ny1 n
Let still n ) 0 and let k q l s n. Denote by m the multiplication in ML
and define
Ž .Ž . m , 11, c 6 6
a : V V m V m W V m WŽky1, l . Žky1, l . Žk , l .
Ž .g Ž . m , 11, b6 6 6
b : V V m V V m W m W V m W ,Žkq1, ly1. Žk , ly1. Žk , ly1. Žk , l .
Ž .where g is the injection provided by statement B such that mg s 1.ny1
Consider the sequence
a[b m6 6
0 “ V [ V V m W V “ 0. 8.2Ž .Žky1, l . Žkq1, ly1. Žk , l . Žk , lq1.
By Lemma 5.1, m is surjective. Moreover,
1, C a , 1 s 1, C m , 1, 1 1, c, 1 s m 1, 1, C 1, c, 1 s mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V
and
m 1, B b , 1 s m 1, B m , 1, 1 1, b , 1 g , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .W
s m m , 1 1, 1, B 1, b , 1 g , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s vm m , 1 1, F g , 1 s vm 1, m 1, F g , 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
y1y1s yv q q q m 1, m g , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
y1y1s yv q q q m m , 1 g , 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
y1y1s yv q q q mŽ .
hence a / 0 and b / 0. Statement A then implies that a [ b is injec-n
tive. Moreover,
ma s m m , 1 1, c s m 1, m 1, c s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
mb s m m , 1 1, b g s m 1, m 1, b g s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .so in view of dimensions, the sequence 8.2 is exact. Using the A-endo-
morphism P provided by Proposition 7.1, we may split this exact sequence;
Ž . Ž .this implies 8.1b . Since 8.1a is similar, this shows that B and Any1 n
imply B and completes the induction.n
Ž .Definition 1.1 a is now clear. Moreover, the sum of the coefficient
spaces of all the V is equal to D A Žn. s A , which implies DefinitionŽk , l . L
Ž .1.1 b .
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Ž .Finally, 8.1a implies
V m V m VŽk , l . Ž p , q.
, V m V [ V m V [ V m V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Žk , l . Ž pq1, q. Žk , l . Ž p , qy1. Žk , l . Ž py1, qq1.
8.3Ž .
By induction over p q q, V m V , V m V and V mŽk , l . Ž p, qy1. Žk , l . Ž py1, qq1. Žk , l .
Ž . Ž .V decompose according to Definition 1.1 c , and by 8.1 , V m VŽ p, q. Žk , l . Ž p, q.
Ž .mV still decomposes according to it. Therefore, 8.3 implies that V mŽk , l .
V does so as well. The case V m V is similar.Ž pq1, q. Žk , l . Ž p, qq1.
Ž .9. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN QUANTUM SL 3 's AND BQDs
Ž .Let L s V, W, A, a, B, b, C, c, D, d be a BQD and consider the fol-
lowing three transformations of L :
v base change, i.e., conjugating A, a, B, b, C, d, D, d by some invert-
X X Ž X Xible linear maps V “ V , W “ W where V , W are any vector spaces of
.dimension 3 ;
v Ž Ž .multiplying A, a, B, b, C, c, D, d by scalars but such that 3.2 are
.preserved ;
v Žinterchanging V l W, A l B, a l b, C l D, c l d this still
Ž ..gives a BQD by 3.11 .
We call the third transformation Dynkin flip, and it should indeed be
Ž .thought of as applying the automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of SL 3 .
Two BQDs are called equi¤alent if one is obtained from the other by any
combination of these three transformations.
THEOREM 9.1. The correspondences A ‹ L and L ‹ A are in¤erse ofA L
Ž . Žeach other between nonelliptic quantum SL 3 's up to Hopf algebra isomor-
. Ž .phism and nonelliptic BQDs up to equi¤alence .
Proof. These two correspondences are well-defined by Propositions 3.1,
3.2, and 8.1. Also, if L is not elliptic, then L is clearly equivalent to L .AL
Ž .Conversely, if A is a nonelliptic quantum SL 3 , then the algebras ALA
Ž . Ž .and A have a common generating space Coeff t q Coeff u , so both have
an N-filtration A s D A Žn., A s D BŽn.. Furthermore, the definingLA
Ž .relations 3.12 of A are also valid in A, so there is a canonicalLA
Ž . Ž .surjection A “ A, which restricts to the identity on Coeff t q Coeff u ,LA
and therefore takes A Žn. onto BŽn.. But
2Žn. Žn.dim A s d s dim B ,Ž .Ý Žk , l .
kqlFn
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where the left equality follows from Corollary 6.3 and the right one from
the Peter]Weyl decomposition. Thus, A is isomorphic to A.LA
10. CLASSIFICATION OF BQDs
10.0. Strategy for the Classification. Let
Q [ c =Da : V “ V .
Ž . y1 = a Ž .By 3.2a , Q is invertible with Q s d C , so by 3.2f ,
tr Q s k s tr Qy1 . 10.1Ž .
Ž Ž .Note that by 4.2 , Q ``encodes'' the square of the antipode, in the sense
2Ž . y1 .that S t s QtQ . Now define
E [ C A , 1 s v D 1 , A , e [ 1 , a c s v a, 1 d. 10.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .V V V V
Let x , x , x be a basis of V and y , y , y a basis of W, and denote by1 2 3 1 2 3
1 2 3 1 2 3 Ž . jx , x , x and y , y , y their respective dual bases. Write Q x s Q x ,i i j
e s ei jk x , and E s E x i jk, wherei jk i jk
x [ x m x m x , x i jk [ x i m x j m x k .i jk i j k
Ž .By 3.2 , we have
eli j s v 2ei jkQl , E s v E Qk 10.3Ž .k l i j i jk l
e ik lE s d i. 10.4Ž .k l j j
PROPOSITION 10.1. Q is of one of the following four types:
Type I. Q is the identity.
Type II. Q has eigen¤alues qy2 , 1, q2 for some q, with q2 n / 1 for all
Ž .n so Q is diagonalizable .
Type III. Q has triple eigen¤alue 1 and a 2 = 2 Jordan block.
Type IV. Q has triple eigen¤alue 1 and a 3 = 3 Jordan block.
Proof. Let a , b , g be the three eigenvalues of Q.
Case 1. a s b s g .
Ž .Then up to base change
a 0 0 a 0 2 a 2 2
Q s , , or .0 a 0 0 a 0 0 a 2ž / ž / ž /0 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 a
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ŽThe unusual normalizations of the nondiagonal cases will be convenient
.later.
Ž . 2 Ž .By 10.1 , a s 1. Taking a s y1 in 10.3 prevents e, E from satisfy-
Ž . Ž .ing 10.4 for either value of v and either form of Q , so we must have
a s 1. This gives types I, III, and IV.
Case 2. a s g / b
Then
a 0 0 a 0 1
0 b 0 0 b 0Q s or . 0  00 0 a 0 0 a
2 Ž .If a b s 1, then 10.1 implies a s "1, hence b s 1, and a s y1. But
then k s y1, contradicting q2 / y1. Therefore a 2b / 1. Taking a 3 / 1
Ž . Ž . 3in 10.3 then prevents e, E from satisfying 10.4 , so we must have a s 1.
2 Ž .If ab s 1, then 10.1 implies a s 1, b s y1, hence k s 1, contra-
dicting q4 / y1. Therefore ab 2 / 1.
Ž . 222 Ž . 2Now 10.4 implies e E s 1, so 10.3 implies b s v and b s v ,222
Ž . 2 2hence b s 1. Then 10.1 implies a s 1, contradicting a b / 1. Conse-
quently, Case 2 is impossible.
Case 3. a / b / g / a .
Then
a 0 0
0 b 0Q s . 00 0 g
Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Subcase 3a. abg s 1. Then 10.1 implies a y 1 b y 1 g y 1 s 0,
hence, say, b s 1. Then a s gy1 and k s gy1 q 1 q g . Choosing q such
2 Ž y2 2 .that q s g so that k s q q 1 q q gives type II.
Ž . y1Subcase 3b. abg / 1. If, say, b s 1, then 10.1 implies g s a or
Ž y1g s ya . Both are impossible g s a contradicts abg / 1 and g s ya
4 .implies k s 1, contradicting q / y1 , so we must have a / 1, b / 1,
and g / 1.
If at least five of the six scalars a 2b , a 2g , b 2a , b 2g , g 2a , g 2b are
Ž . Ž .different from 1, then 10.3 prevents e, E from satisfying 10.4 . There-
2 Ž 2 2 .fore, say, a b s 1 so that a g / 1 and b a / 1 and at least one of
b 2g , g 2a , g 2b equals 1.
2 y2 4 Ž .But b g s 1 implies g s b s a , so by 10.1 , k s 0, contradicting
q4 q q2 q 1 / 0. Similarly, g 2a s 1 is impossible.
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2 Ž . 4If g b s 1, then g s ya , and 10.1 implies a s 1, hence b s "1, so
k s "1, both of which we already know to be excluded. Consequently,
Subcase 3b is impossible.
Ž .If Q is of type X X s I, II, III, or IV , we call the BQD of type X if
v s 1, and of type XX if v 2 q v q 1 s 0.
The strategy to classify BQDs of types I, IX, II, IIX, III, IIIX, IV, and IVX
will be as follows:
v
XIn types II and II , take the given q; in all other types, set q s 1.
v The choice of a ``nondegenerate'' c : C “ V m W being arbitrary
Ž . = achanging it amounts to a base change in W , deduce D from Q s c D ,
Ž .then C, d from 3.2a .
v Ž .Choose e : C “ V m V m V satisfying 10.3 , working modulo the
Ž . Ž .stabilizer Stab Q of Q in GL V .
v Ž . Ž .Determine all possible E : V m V m V “ C satisfying 10.3 , 10.4 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and 3.2g , 3.2h where A, a are deduced from 10.2 .
v Ž .Reduce the possible forms for E modulo Stab Q, e .
In some cases, it may be useful to swap the last two steps.
Ž .We shall allow ourselves to satisfy 10.4 only up to a nonzero scalar,
Ž . Ž . Ž .adapting 3.2b , 3.2g , and 3.2h accordingly.
Finally, we leave out the details of matrix computations, which the
reader can easily recheck using any standard computer algebra package.
Ž .The author used Maple V Release 3.
10.1 Type I. We take
c s x m y q x m y q x m y , d s y m x q y m x q y m x1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3
C s y1 m x1 q y2 m x 2 q y3 m x 3 , D s x1 m y1 q x 2 m y2 q x 3 m y3.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We have Stab Q s GL V . By 10.3 , e s l q s and E s L q S, where
Žl, L are totally antisymmetric and s, S totally symmetric. We view s resp.
. U Ž .S as a polynomial function on V resp. V , viz.
s s e111 x 3 q e222 x 3 q e333 x 3 q 3 e123 q e132 x x xŽ .1 2 3 1 2 3
q 3e112 x 2 x q 3e113 x 2 x q 3e221 x 2 x q 3e223 x 2 x1 2 1 3 2 1 2 3
q 3e331 x 2 x q 3e332 x 2 x3 1 3 2
S s E X 3 q E X 3 q E X 3 q 3 E q E X X XŽ .111 1 222 2 333 3 123 132 1 2 3
q 3E X 2 X q 3E X 2 X q 3E X 2 X q 3E X 2 X112 1 2 113 1 3 221 2 1 223 2 3
q 3E X 2 X q 3E X 2 X ,331 3 1 332 3 2
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where we write X instead of x i, to improve legibility. We shall alsoi
consider s as a cubic curve in the projective plane PV U and S as one in
PV.
Ž .We now examine the different normal forms for s modulo GL V if
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.l s 0, and modulo Stab l s SL V if l / 0 see, e.g., 16, Sect. I.7 .
ŽThe following cases are possible for l / 0, L / 0 in Cases I.a]I.g, we
321 .normalize so that l s 1, L s 1 .123
Case I.a. s s 0, S s 0. The resulting Hopf algebra is that of functions
Ž . Ž .on the ordinary group SL 3 .
Case I.b. s s x 3 and S s 0.1
Case I.c. s s x 3 and S s X 3. s is a triple line l 3 in PV U and S is a1 3
3 Ž U .triple line p in PV, with p viewed as a point in PV lying on l.
Case I.d. s s x 2 x and S s X X 2. s s l 2 j lX and S s p2 j pX, with1 2 2 3
p s l l lX and pX g l.
Case I.e. s s a x x x and S s a X X X , with a / 0, 1, y1. s s l j1 2 3 1 2 3
lX j lY and S s p j pX j pY, with l l lX l lY s B, p s lX l lY, pX s lY l l,
pY s l l lX.
2 2' 'Ž .Case I.f. s s 6 i 3 x x q x x and S s 6 i 3 X X X where i s1 1 2 3 1 2 3
y1. This is the same configuration as Case I.e., but s s C j l and
X Y Ž . X YS s p j p j p , with C a nondegenerate conic tangent to l at p and to
lY at pX.
2 2' 'Ž . Ž .Case I.g. s s 6 i 3 x x q x x and S s 6 i 3 X X q X X . This1 1 2 3 3 3 1 2
is the same configuration as case I.f, but s s C j l and S s CX j pX, with
CX a conic tangent to p at lY and to pY at l.
Ž . Ž . ŽCase I.h. e s a x q x q x q b x q x q x q g x123 231 312 132 213 321 111
. XŽ 123 231 312 . XŽ 132 213 321.qx q x and E s a x q x q x q b x q x q x q222 333
XŽ 111 222 333. X 3 Ž .3 X 3 Ž Xg x q x q x , with g / 0, g / 0, g q a q b / 0, g q a
X.3 Ž . X X X Xq b / 0 so s and S are elliptic curves , a / b , a / b , aa q bb q
gg X / 0, and
¡ 2 X 2 2 X 2 2 X 2 X X X X X Xa a q b b q g g y 2aa bb y 2aa gg y 2bb gg s 0
X X X X X X2 2 2~ 10.5a b g q b a g q g a b s 0 Ž .
X 2 X 2 X 2¢a bg s b ag q g ab s 0.
ŽIn this case, we refrain from normalizing the antisymmetric parts a y b
X X Ž . .and a y b , to keep 10.5 homogeneous. Note that there are solutions,
e.g., a s a X s 0 and b s b X s g s g X / 0.
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Ž .QUESTION. Can conditions 10.5 be described geometrically in terms of
the elliptic cur¤es s and S?
ŽThe cases where s is a cusp curve, a node curve, a conic with a tangent
.line, or three intersecting lines cannot occur.
Ž .The case l / 0, L s 0 or vice versa is impossible.
There is only one possible case with l s 0, L s 0.
U ŽCase I.e . l s 0, L s 0, s s x x x , and S s X X X . The geometry1 2 3 1 2 3
.is similar to Case I.e.
10.2 Type IX. We take C, D, c, d as for type I. Define
z [ x q v x q v 2 x , z i jk [ x i jk q v x k i j q v 2 x jk i.i jk i jk jk i k i j
Let G be the subspace of V m3 spanned by all z and GU that of V Um3v i jk v
i jk Ž . Uspanned by all z . Now 10.3 means that e g G and E g G .v v
Ž . m3Note that G is a sub-GL V -module of V , isomorphic to thev
Ž . Ž .  Ž . < 4GL V -module sl V s X g Lin V, V tr X s 0 . We use the isomor-
phism given by
t u u t z q z q t z q zŽ . Ž .1 1 3 1 123 213 2 231 321
¤ t y t u ‹ yu z y u z q u z1 2 1 2 1 113 2 221 3 112 0 q¤ z q ¤ z y ¤ z¤ ¤ yt 1 223 2 331 3 3323 2 2
Ž .to view e as an element of sl V . We do the same for E, using the
isomorphism
X X X tX z123 q z 213 q tX z 231 q z 321Ž . Ž .t u u 1 21 1 3
X X X X X X X223 331 332¤ t y t u yu z y u z q u z‹1 2 1 2 1 2 3
X X X 0 X X X113 221 112¤ ¤ yt3 2 2 q¤ z q ¤ z y ¤ z1 2 3
X Ž .between G and sl V .v
Ž . Ž .Using Stab Q s GL V , we reduce e to a Jordan normal form. Since
tr e s 0 and e / 0, there are two cases.
X Ž . Ž .Case I .a. e is diagonal, i.e., after rescaling , u s ¤ s 0 i s 1, 2, 3 ,i i
1 Ž .t s 1, t / 2, t / . Now 10.4 reads1 2 2 2
uX s uX s ¤ X s ¤ X s 0, uX t q 1 s ¤ X t q 1 s 0Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2
t y 2 tX q 1 y 2 t tX / 0.Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2
There are two subcases.
v
X X Ž . Ž .If t / y1, then u s ¤ s 0, and 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to2 3 3
t tX s tX . Rescaling E, we get tX s 1, tX s t .2 1 2 1 2 2
v
X X XŽ . Ž .If t s y1, then 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to u s ¤ s 0, t s2 3 3 2
ytX . Rescaling E, we get tX s 1, tX s y1.1 1 2
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Combining these subcases gives a 1-parameter family
1 0 0 1 0 0
e s , E s0 t y 1 0 0 t y 1 0ž / ž /0 0 yt 0 0 yt
with the condition t 2 y t q 1 / 0.
X Ž .Case I .b. e has a 2 = 2 Jordan block, i.e., after rescaling , ¤ s ¤ s1 2
Ž .¤ s 0, u s u s 0, u s 1, t s yt s 1. Now 10.4 reads3 1 2 3 1 2
¤ X s ¤ X s ¤ X s 0, uX s uX s 0, tX s ytX / 01 2 3 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . X Xand 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to t s yu . Rescaling E, we obtain the1 3
solution
1 0 1 1 0 y1
e s , E s .0 y2 0 0 y2 0ž / ž /0 0 1 0 0 1
10.3. Type II. We take
c s qy1 x m y q x m y q qx m y ,1 1 2 2 3 3
d s qy m x q y m x q qy1 y m x1 1 2 2 3 3
C s qy1 m x1 q y2 m x 2 q qy1 y3 m x 3 ,
D s qy1 x1 m y1 q x 2 m y2 q qx3 m y3.
Ž .By 10.3 , e and E are of the form
e s a x q q2 x q q2 x y b x q x q q2 x q g xŽ . Ž .123 231 312 132 213 321 222
E s a X x123 q q2 x 231 q q2 x 312 y b X x132 q x 213 q q2 x 321 q g X x 222 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Condition 10.4 then reads
q2 y 1 q2aa X q bb X q gg X s 0, aa X q bb X / 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž . tŽ . XInspecting 3.2g ] 3.2h shows that we must have gg s 0, so up to
Ž . X Ž . Ž .Dynkin flip cf. Section 9 , we may assume g s 0. Now 3.2g , 3.2h
Ž 4 3 3.become equivalent to g q a y b s 0. We therefore have two cases.
Case II.a. If g s 0, we normalize e, E so that a s a X s 1. This gives a
Ž . w x2-parameter family, namely the Artin]Schelter]Tate quantum SL 3 's 2
Ž Ž . .or rather, their quantum GL 3 's having a central quantum determinant ,
Ž w x. X Xwhere in the notation of 2 p s p s b , p s b and l s 1rbb s21 32 31
2 Ž . w x1rq . The standard quantum SL 3 10 is obtained as a particular case,
when b s b X s q.
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Case II.b. If g / 0, then b s p4a , with p3 s q. We first normalize e, E
so that a s py2 , b s p2, a X s py1, and b X s p, then we use
l 0 0¡ ƒ~ ¥0 m 0Stab Q sŽ . ¢ § 00 0 n
to get g s q2 y 1. This gives a 1-parameter family, namely the Cremmer]
Ž . w xGervais quantum SL 3 as described in 12 .
X Ž .10.4. Type II . We take C, D, c, d as for type II. By 10.3 , e and E are
of the form
e s a x q v q2 x q v 2q2 x y b x q v q2 x q v 2 xŽ . Ž .123 231 312 132 321 213
E s a X x123 q v q2 x 312 q v 2q2 x 231 y b X x132 q v x 213 y v 2q2 x 321 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Condition 10.4 then reads
bb X s q2aa X , aa X q bb X / 0.
X Ž . XCase II .a. unique case of this type . Rescaling e, E, we get a s a s 1
X 2 Ž . Ž .and b s q rb. Since conditions 3.2g , 3.2h are automatically fulfilled,
this gives a 2-parameter family.
10.5 Type III. We take
c s x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y1 1 2 2 3 3 1 3
C s y1 m x1 q y2 m x 2 q y3 m x 3 y y1 m x 3
d s y m x q y m x q y m x y y m x1 1 2 2 3 3 3 1
D s x1 m y1 q x 2 m y2 q x 3 m y3 q x 3 m y1.
Ž .By 10.3 , e and E are of the form
e s a x q x q x y x y x y x y 2a xŽ .123 231 312 321 213 132 121
q b x q g x q x q x q d x q x q x q « xŽ . Ž .111 112 121 211 122 212 221 222
E s a X x 321 q x 213 q x132 y x123 y x 231 y x 312 y 2a X x 323Ž .
q b X x 333 q g X x 332 q x 323 q x 233 q d X x 322 q x 232 q x 223 q « X x 222 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now 10.4 reads
dd X s d« X s «d X s «« X s 0, aa X / 0.
We normalize to a s a X s 1.
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X Ž . X Ž . Ž .If « s « s 0, then up to Dynkin flip d s 0. Now 3.2g , 3.2h are
equivalent to
d s 0, g q g X y 1 g q g X y 2 s 0.Ž . Ž .
2 X 2Ž .Note also that if g / resp. g / , then we may use3 3
l s n¡ ƒ
X~ ¥0 m sStab Q sŽ . ¢ § 00 0 l
Ž X . Ž . Ž .to get b s 0 resp. b s 0 . Working up to Stab Q and up to Dynkin flip
Ž .now leads to four cases two of which are 1-parameter families .
Ž . Ž . Ž X X X X X.Case III.a. a , b , g , d , « s 1, 0, g , 0, 0 and a , b , g , d , « s
Ž .1, 0, 1 y g , 0, 0 .
U 2 X X X X XŽ . Ž . Ž .Case III.a . a , b , g , d , « s 1, 1, , 0, 0 and a , b , g , d , « s3
1Ž .1, 0, , 0, 0 .3
Ž . Ž . Ž X X X X X.Case III.b. a , b , g , d , « s 1, 0, g , 0, 0 and a , b , g , d , « s
Ž .1, 0, 2 y g , 0, 0 .
U 2 X X X X XŽ . Ž . Ž .Case III.b . a , b , g , d , « s 1, 1, , 0, 0 and a , b , g , d , « s3
4Ž .1, 0, , 0, 0 .3
If one of « , « X is nonzero, then up to Dynkin flip, we may assume « / 0.
X X Ž .If follows that d s « s 0. Using Stab Q , we may get « s 1 and d s 0.
Ž . Ž .Now 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to
X 1 X Xb s 0, g s 1 q g , g q g y 1 g q g y 2 s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .2
This leads to two further cases.
1Case III.c. If g s , we have a 1-parameter family3
1 X X X X X 2a , b , g , d , « s 1, 0, , 0, 1 , a , b , g , d , « 9 s 1, b , , 0, 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 3
U Ž . XCase III.c . If g s 1, we may still use Stab Q to get b s 0. This gives
the solution
a , b , g , d , « s 1, 0, 1, 0, 1 , a X , b X , g X , d X , « X s 1, 0, 1, 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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X Ž .10.6 Type III . We take C, D, c, d as for type III. By 10.3 , e and E are
of the form
e s a x q v x q v 2 x y x y v x y v 2 x y 2a xŽ .123 231 312 321 213 132 121
v y 1
2q b x q b x q v x q v xŽ .111 113 131 3112
q g x q v x q v 2 x q d x q v x q v 2 xŽ . Ž .112 121 211 122 221 212
E s a X x 321 q v 2 x 213 q v x132 y x123 y v 2 x 231 y v x 312 y 2a X x 323Ž .
v 2 y 1
X X333 331 2 313 133q b x q b x q v x q v xŽ .
2
q g X x 332 q v 2 x 323 q v x 233 q d X x 322 q v 2 x 223 q v x 232 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now 10.4 reads
3ab X s 2 1 y v da X , 3bb X s 4 dd XŽ .
3a Xb s 2 1 y v 2 d Xa , aa X / 0.Ž .
It follows that dd X s 0, so up to Dynkin flip, we may assume that d X s 0.
X Ž .Rescaling e, E so that a s a s 1, we get b s 0. Using Stab Q , we may
X Ž . Ž .get d s 0, so b s 0. Now 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to
g q vg X y v 2 g q vg X y 2v 2 s 0.Ž . Ž .
We therefore have two 1-parameter families
X Ž . Ž . Ž X X X X. ŽCase III .a. a , b , g , d s 1, 0, g , 0 and a , b , g , d s 1, 0, v y
2 .v g , 0 .
X Ž . Ž . Ž X X X X. ŽCase III .b. a , b , g , d s 1, 0, g , 0 and a , b , g , d s 1, 0, 2v y
2 .v g , 0 .
10.7. Type IV. We take
1c s x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y1 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 32
11 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 2 3 1 3C s y m x q y m x q y m x y y m x y y m x q y m x2
1d s y m x q y m x q y m x y y m x y y m x q y m x1 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 12
11 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 1D s x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y q x m y .2
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Ž .By 10.3 , e and E are of the form
e s a x q x q x y x y x y xŽ .123 231 312 321 213 132
q 2a x y x y 2a x q x q 2a xŽ . Ž .112 211 113 311 212
q b x q d x q x q xŽ .111 122 212 221
q 2d x y x y 2d x q x q xŽ . Ž .112 211 113 131 311
E s a X x 321 q x 213 q x132 y x123 y x 231 y x 312Ž .
q 2a X x 332 y x 233 y 2a X x 331 q x133 q 2a X x 232Ž . Ž .
q b X x 333 q d X x 322 q x 232 q x 223Ž .
q 2d X x 332 y x 233 y 2d X x 331 q x 313 q x133 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now 10.4 reads
2 ad X q a Xd q 9 dd X s 0, aa X / 0.Ž .
X Ž . tŽ . Ž X .ŽWe normalize to a s a s 1. Next, 3.2g ] 3.2h reads d y 2d d y
X. X2d s 0, so up to Dynkin flip, we may assume that d s 2d . We now have
two cases.
Ž . Ž . XCase IV.a. If d s 0, then 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to b q b q 2 s
0. Using
l m n¡ ƒ~ ¥Stab Q s ,Ž . 0 l m¢ § 00 0 l
we may get b s b X s y1; this gives the solution
a , b , d s 1, y1, 0 , a X , b X , d X s 1, y1, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1 X 8Ž . Ž .Case IV.b. If d s y , then 3.2g , 3.2h are equivalent to b s y .3 27
Ž .Using Stab Q , we may get b s 0; this gives the solution
1 X X X 8 2a , b , d s 1, 0, y , a , b , d s 1, y , y .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 27 3
X Ž .10.8 Type IV . We take C, D, c, d as for type IV. Condition 10.3
Ž .prevents e, E from satisfying 10.4 , so this type is impossible.
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11. FURTHER PROBLEMS
Ž .For G s SL 3 , some technical problems and some links with other
literature should be worthwhile studying:
v Replace the case by case argument in the proof of Proposition 5.3
by a more conceptual one, preferably including the elliptic case.
v Classify the elliptic solutions more explicitly, i.e., study conditions
Ž . Ž 2 2 .10.5 which define a subvariety in P = P .
v Ž .View each quantum SL 3 with v s 1 as a formal 1-parameter
Ž . Ž .deformation of SL 3 , compute the Lie bialgebra structure on sl 3 at its
Ž w x .semi-classical limit see, e.g., 6 for definitions , and compare with the
w x Ž Ž .classification of these structures given in 20 . Obviously, a quantum SL 3
.with v / 1 cannot be viewed as such a deformation. Note that a related
converse problem}that of finding an R-matrix quantizing each of the Lie
Ž . w xbialgebra structures on sl 3 }has recently been solved in 11 .
v Ž . ŽDetermine which quantum SL 3 's admit a compact form. The
Ž .standard quantum SL 2 has a compact form, but the Jordanian one does
w x .not 18 .
v Our definition of a BQD seems to be related to the spiders of type
w xA introduced in 17 .2
v The shape algebras M and N from Section 5 being homogeneousL L
w xquadratic algebras, try to use the methods of 3 to associate geometric
data to such a pair of algebras, in order to get a better understanding of
Ž .the classification of quantum SL 3 's. Incidentally, we note that the matrix
w xQ used in Section 10 is the same as that used in 1 to classify regular
Žalgebras of dimension 3 here, such algebras would arise as quantum
Ž .analogues of the homogeneous coordinate ring of SL 3 rP, P a maximal
.parabolic subgroup .
Another problem is of course to extend the methods used here to study
quantum G's for some other reductive group G. However, a classification
Ž .is probably out of reach, even for G s SL 4 .
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